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LEADERSHIP REFLECTIONS

BY LISA WASHINGTON, CAE

Alternative Delivery?
Not Any More…

I
Lisa Washington is
a certiﬁed association
executive (CAE)) with
more than 20 years of
association management experience. She
has served as DBIA’s
CEO since June 2009.
DBIA.org

n 1993, some of the industry’s giants gathered in
Washington, D.C., to talk about the need for a new
organization dedicated to educating the nation
and teaching design, construction and engineering
professionals about design-build. DBIA’s first steering
committee, or the five “Founding Fathers” as we now call
them, included Preston Haskell, founder and chairman
of The Haskell Company; Jim Gray of Gray Construction;
Kraig C. Kreikemeyer of Sverdrup Facilities, Inc.; Rik
Kunnath of Charles Pankow Builders, Ltd.; and Don
Warren, then of Suitt Construction Co. Haskell described
the group as having “an almost missionary zeal about
the merits of design-build delivery.”
That commitment and zeal drove DBIA’s mission
during a time when design-builders were seen by many
as a threat to the status quo and as “rebels with a cause.”
Rik Kunnath said, “Other industry organizations were
established around entirely different purposes—a particular
profession or trade. DBIA was radically different and it is
scary hard to get behind something in which you have
no direct self-interest.” Despite that, with incredible
leadership and foresight, this group of industry leaders
forged ahead. Jeff Beard, who was with the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) at the time, was hired
as our first executive director. Staff was hired, members
recruited and as they say, the rest is history.
We’ve come a long way in twenty-five years. I’m
happy to report the prediction that design-build would
threaten the status quo has come true. Design-build
is changing the way America builds. Nearly half of all
construction spending will be on design-build projects,
bringing improved schedule and cost outcomes, increased
innovation, resiliency and efficiency—all thanks to the
power of collaboration inherent in design-build delivery.
We are proud that “on budget and on schedule” are now
minimum expectations with design-build. We’re no longer

“alternative,” and the value of design-build goes far beyond
budget and schedule, allowing industry to solve some
of our nation’s most pressing infrastructure challenges
through collaboration and innovation.
Today, more than 5,000 DBIA members represent
Owners and design-builders from all sectors, positions and
regions. DBIA’s education curriculum is the industry’s gold
standard, with a 139 percent increase in course registrations
in just the past five years, as practitioners and Owners alike
strive to learn and practice Design-Build Done Right™
principles. Each year, we see record-breaking numbers of
design-builders earning their DBIA certification and this
year will likely be the same, DBIA certification continues
to be the best way to demonstrate a team’s design-build
training to Owners who are searching for qualified pros,
and the best way for Owners to become educated
consumers of design-build services. DBIA’s legislative
team continues to advocate for widespread design-build
authority with full or broad authority now authorized in
47 states and Washington, D.C.
We have so much to celebrate during this 25th
Anniversary year. We hope you’ll join us for an anniversary
event to remember in New Orleans, November 7–9, at the
2018 Design-Build Conference and Expo. I’m especially
excited to welcome all five of DBIA’s Founding Fathers for
a special session looking to the past, present and future of
design-build with the industry leaders who started it all.
See you in New Orleans!
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LEADERSHIP
since 1919

In the summer of 1969, Rosendin turned 50 and the world watched as the
US led the space race to the Moon. The Apollo 11 Mission’s successful
landing on the Moon demonstrated leadership and courage inspiring
generations of women and men to innovate and achieve beyond limits.
At Rosendin, we celebrate this legacy of innovation and achievement
through the work we do every day by building quality, building value,
and building people.

Building Quality | Building Value | Building People®
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BY THE NUMBERS
BY 2021

DESIGN-BUILD RESEARCH

44% Design-Build
Market Share

18% growth overall
30% growth in

transportation & water/
wastewater sectors

RESEARCH

New Data Details
Design-Build Market
Growth
The second phase of new design-build market research is complete
and the results are exciting for the design-build industry. FMI, one of the
engineering and construction industry’s leading research and management consulting firms, collected the data in the first comprehensive
design-build market analysis performed in years. The first phase focused
on nonresidential construction and was highlighted in our last issue of
Integration Quarterly. With new data from the transportation and water/
wastewater sectors, design-builders can get a comprehensive view of
the marketplace.

The Big News
• Overall, design-build is anticipated to account for 44% of construction
spending delivering $1.2 trillion in construction put in place by 2021.
• Design-build spending is anticipated to grow 18% overall, with the
highway/street and water/wastewater sectors seeing 30% growth
by 2021.
• Design-build spending in Manufacturing (16%), Highway/Street (14%)
and Educational (15%) represent the greatest percentage of designbuild construction spending by segment over the 2018-2021 period.
• The Mountain (6.3%), Pacific (6.1%) and South Atlantic (6.2%) census
divisions are anticipated to yield the highest design-build growth rates.

Design-build’s growth is impressive. Data shows design-build is
helping deliver vital infrastructure in all sectors and regions of the United
States. Respondents report saving time and money, while allowing for
more innovation and collaboration to deliver better projects, leads to
high design-build satisfaction and increased usage. In fact, Owners give
design-build their highest satisfaction rankings.
The full research report, including a DBIA summary and podcast
interview with FMI analyst, Paul Trombitas, are available on the DBIA
website at dbia.org.
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DESIGN-BUILD TEAMS FACE THE DAUNTING CHALLENGE

of improving the C+ rating of America’s aging bridges, where 30% are
structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. Komponent® advanced
cement technology addresses this challenge with a proven solution
for creating durable bridge designs.
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Increases compressive and flexural strengths
Minimizes joint placement
Improves abrasion resistance (30-40%)
Reduces creep and transverse cracking potential
Improves long-term dimensional stability

For over 50 years, Komponent has been used to enhance performance in
bridge deck designs – from new structures and replacements, to approach
ramps and closure pours. Call us to learn how this high-performance
cementitious additive optimizes concrete bridge designs.
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D B I A

C E R T I F I C A T I O N
MEANS BUSINESS.

GET CERTIFIED

Updated DBIA Certiﬁcation Courses and Exam
With design-build capturing nearly half of all construction spending,
a growing number of Owners are looking for well-trained designbuild professionals. They are increasingly encouraging teams to have
DBIA™ certified professionals in their solicitations. That means the
number of individuals seeking certification, among both Owners and
practitioners, has grown exponentially as our industry responds to the
growing need.
To help prepare practitioners and Owners alike, DBIA is releasing
updated core curriculum and certification exam this year for those
seeking DBIA™ and Assoc. DBIA™ certification. The new materials will

help ensure our industry meets the growing demand for Design-Build
Done Right™ professionals well-versed in the full scope of design-build
best practices.
This updated coursework and exam has been “field tested” in a
Beta Certification Workshop and exam offered in Washington, D.C.
this summer. If you’ve taken the course curriculum prior to September
but not the exam, you will have until April 2019 to take the old
certification exam.
Are you certified? Don’t wait any longer…join the design-build
movement. Learn how at dbia.org/get-certified.

SHARE YOUR PHOTOS

New DBIA Website
America’s design-builders are a creative and
innovative bunch and yet our website was ... Not.
Like any good design-build team, we’ve been
collaborating with our team members and users
while communicating with a broad cross-section of
interested parties to build the best project possible.
We’ve delivered an entirely new website experience
we’re confident you will enjoy, including:
• Improved User Experience
• Clean and Simple Navigation
• Mobile and ADA Optimized
• Targeted pages for Owners, Practitioners,
Academics and more

DBIA.org

When you visit you’ll see
that we truly believe a
picture’s worth a thousand
words. That’s why we’re
always on the lookout for
beautiful design-build video,
team and project photos.
Do you have pictures you’d
like to share with the world?
If so, send them to communications@dbia.org and
we might use them to help
share the design-build build
success story. Visit us at
dbia.org.
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PROJECTS DATABASE

Design-Build Projects Database Growing
Awards season is here at DBIA. Honoring the year’s best design-build
projects provides recognition for the many successful projects across
all sectors nationwide while also sharing these projects with a wider
audience as DBIA continues to promote Design-Build Done Right™.
While this year’s project winners vary in size and sector, they all have
one new thing in common this year: each project winner has a home
in our new-and-improved DBIA Projects Database.
The projects database is home to a growing number of designbuild projects and provides one-stop shopping for those searching
for successful design-build projects across all sizes and sectors. The
detailed search feature of the Projects Database allows interested
design-builders and Owners to find projects based on several types of
criteria, including the Structural Agreement and Procurement Method.

This information allows potential users of design-build to find projects
that are similar in scope, providing ideas and inspiration plus team
listings for a myriad of design-build projects.
Another benefit of DBIA’s new design-build projects database is its
connection to the design-build project/team awards submission process.
By linking the projects database to the DBIA national awards process,
teams only have to enter their project information one time to gain access
to both the database and DBIA’s awards competition if they choose.
The design-build projects database provides the nation’s most
comprehensive source of design-build projects and showcases
the tremendous success design-build is delivering in projects of
all types. Find out more and add your project to the database at
dbia.org/projects-database.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
BY RICHARD THOMAS, DIRECTOR, STATE/LOCAL LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

Tracking 2018 Design-Build
Authority: State by State

2

018 will go down history as one
of DBIA’s most productive
legislative years, as we racked up
legislative victories in 25 states,
including major legislative
victories in New York, Virginia,
Minnesota, Illinois, New Jersey,
Nebraska and Pennsylvania.
The year started out slowly (not
unusual for an election year), but by
March, DBIA had close to 100 bills on its
radar and that number doubled by June.
At first glance, one could say that this
was a typical legislative year. We saw the
continuation of some of the legislative
trends that have emerged over the last

five years: the continued expansion of
design-build in the transportation and
local government sectors, earmarks for
design-build projects and the expansion
of public-private partnership (P3)
authority. New York, Nebraska, Kentucky,
Louisiana, California, Pennsylvania,
Minnesota, Utah and Washington all
DBIA.org

passed major legislation expanding
design-build authority or earmarking
funds for design-build. New Jersey,
Maryland and Vermont all passed
legislation expanding P3 authority.
We also saw some different developments emerge in 2018. The first major
difference was a shift in the legislative
hot spots. Except for Washington state
and California, the heaviest concentration of legislation was in the Midwest,
as well as in the Northeast corridor
from Virginia to Vermont (see graphic
below), with Minnesota, Illinois, New
York, New Jersey and Virginia leading
the way. The second difference was
the record number
of anti-alternative
delivery bills, which
were introduced this
year in over a half
dozen states.
Looking forward,
California, the
Northeast and the
Midwest are likely
to remain legislative
hot spots in 2019.
California, which has
been a design-build
leader over the last
decade—having
passed several
design-build bills—will have a new
governor for the first time in eight
years. A new governor means a new
administration, new opportunities and
challenges. New administrations in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania have led to a
spike in design-build and P3 legislation,
a trend I expect to continue. In New

York, Governor Cuomo, a design-build
proponent, is a heavy favorite to get
re-elected this year. The Cuomo
administration’s support of design-build,
coupled with the growing interest from
other local public Owners, is likely to
lead to a greater expansion of designbuild in the Empire State.
In the Midwest, all eyes are on Illinois
and Minnesota. Both are split-government states. Illinois has a Democraticmajority legislature and a Republican
governor, while in Minnesota it is the
reverse. The majorities are likely to
retain control in both states, but the
outcome of the gubernatorial race in
both states is likely to impact designbuild for years to come. Iowa, Wisconsin
and North Dakota are all states with very
limited design-build authority, but both
could be in play next year. The outcome
of this fall’s election could enhance
our chances of passing legislation in
first two, where historically we have
struggled. North Dakota could be a wild
card. Historically, the legislature in the
Peace Garden State has opposed any
kind of alternative project delivery, but
the Burgum administration appears
open to modern delivery methods,
which could be an opportunity to
introduce a comprehensive project
delivery bill.
The important thing we need to
remember is that elections matter. The
people we elect—for better or worse—
will write the project delivery laws for
the next generation. They aren’t project
delivery experts, but you are. Make sure
you get out and educate those candidates and really make a difference.
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PEACE OF MIND

BUILT BY DESIGN

SAN DIEGO AIRPORT PARKING PLAZA | LAUSD JORDAN HIGH SCHOOL
SHARP MARY BIRCH HOSPITAL EXPANSION | LINKEDIN | 808FUTSAL
CITY OF SANTA CLARITA NEWHALL PARKING GARAGE | QUARTZ HILL LIBRARY
GOLDENWEST COLLEGE CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING FACILITY | FIRE STATION 35
DIGNITY HEALTH CALIFORNIA HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER | ILANI CASINO
DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS EAST QUAD CAMPUS | GENESIS NORTH TOWERS

swinerton.com
$3 Billion in Completed Design-Build Projects
Visit Swinerton at Booth #622 at the DBIA Conference & Expo
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OWNER SPOTLIGHT
BY MARK MILACEK, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
AND RUSS SEILER, PROJECT MANAGER,
GRANT COUNTY PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT

The Power of Progressive
Design-Build Delivers Real
Power in Washington State

T

he Grant County Public
Utility District has seen
phenomenal growth in
the past decade increasing our
annual load growth by more than
60 percent. Along with this growth
came many challenges, one of
which was a five-year backlog on
much-needed substation upgrades.
Fortunately, legislation was passed in
Washington state in 2013 that allowed
public entities to use progressive designbuild (PDB). PDB provided the flexible,
efficient and collaborative approach we
needed to deliver desperately needed
renovations on seven substations.
The team of HDR Inc. and Wilson
Construction Company led the project
that included the same project manager,
procurement manager, controller, design
manager and construction manager for
all seven substation projects. Work on
the first substation began in June 2016,
and our team was able to work quickly
with HDR and Wilson on subsequent
substations as the work progressed. HDR
described working with us as “free-flowing and continuous, to be sure everyone
is on the same page with regard to
expected outcomes and delivery dates.”
The use of progressive design-build made
that high level of collaboration possible.
The project, which began with the
completion of the first substation in
October 2016, was finished by October
2017. While that was two months longer
than anticipated, it also included the
addition of one extra substation after an
arc flash fire caused extensive damage
to the central substation, expanding our
scope of work. The unseasonably cold

DBIA.org

winter of 2016–2017 also caused some
delays and required schedule shuﬄing.
Most importantly, our safety record was
excellent, with zero lost-time incidents
on a 60,000-man-hour project.
Our internal design team hired
Washington State University to conduct
independent research and interviews
upon the completion of the project, and
they had a few insights that we found
particularly interesting.
1. Everyone must collaborate to
succeed. Design-build required the
three key participants—project Owner,
project designer and project builder—
to work closely and collaborate.
2. The project Owner should assign
more than one staﬀer to manage
the project. Project Owners must
realize that things move fast, and they

must be very involved.
3. Get everyone to the table as early
as possible. Spending effort and
resources on a well-coordinated,
organized start has huge benefits.
4. Bundling had an impact on the
quality of work because of the
learning curve. There were a few
challenges early on to meet expectations for time and quality, but both
quality and speed improved as each
substation was finished.
The use of PDB was vital to the
success of this project. Bringing all
parties together—project Owner,
designer and builder—very early in
the process allowed us to develop a
scope of work together; refine designs,
materials and time frames; and reach a
maximum project cost.
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DESIGN-BUILD SOLUTIONS
When you need a partner to get the job done.

Ferguson Waterworks combines global abilities with a national focus
and local expertise as the foremost material supplier in the design-build
marketplace. That means we’re primed and ready to help you with
solutions to tackle your toughest challenges.
Our Plant Division supports your project with specialized and dedicated
design-build teams delivering the expertise you need when you need it.
•
•
•
•
•

©2018 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
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Scope development
Estimating with 30%, 60%, 90% drawings
Value-added engineering
Quotation and budget development
Project management and material scheduling

Find the closest waterworks location near you by visiting
FERGUSON.COM/WATERWORKS

0818 932003
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WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION

Women Boosting Their
Impact in Design-Build

I

f you look around your job site, office
or corporate headquarters this statistic
shouldn’t be too much of a surprise—
women make up only 9 percent of
our industry’s workforce despite being
47 percent of all workers nationwide.
For America’s design-builders, who are
working to create collaborative, innovative and inclusive teams, this low number
has even deeper significance. What can
our industry do to reverse course?

“You Want That Diversity”
One of DBIA’s most popular workshops
at the 2018 Design-Build for Water/
Wastewater conference was a lively
panel discussion, “Steel Toe Stories
and Project Success Guide.” Panelists
represented practitioners, Owners, legal
and more. While their roles on designbuild teams are unique, they had many
shared experiences. Kerrie Greenfelder,
P.E., is the Municipal Water/Wastewater
Department Manager with Burns &
McDonnell and summed it up this
way, “It really doesn’t matter what your
gender is when you’re a leader. Good
leaders are good leaders.”
According to research by the Harvard
Business Institute, women posses
many of the key competencies of good
leadership including; integrity, drive,
passion, and initiative. In fact, the data
showed women score higher on 75
percent of those competencies than
their male peers. And yet, when asked,
only 31% of employees think having a
female leader would improve the construction environment. Panelists say the
fear of change is what drives some of
those responses. Greenfelder’s personal
DBIA.org

experiences drew chuckles from the
men and women in the audience, “I’ve
been told since kindergarten that I’m a
bossy girl. Now we don’t use that phrase
anymore. I exhibit leadership traits now,
right? But there is some trepidation—
who is this woman? But I want to keep
us on point, on schedule, on budget.”
For Kacy Simonsen, a CAS Constructors
estimator, it’s all about the shared goals;
“As women we have the same goals
as the men on the project. We want a
successful project, a successful team,
and we all want to be under budget
with a good end-product. We just need
to have more women available to be in
those positions.”

We’ve Come a Long
Way Baby
Steel Toe Stories and
Project Success Guide
Panelists
Kerrie Greenfelder, P.E., Municipal
Water/Wastewater Department
Manager, Burns & McDonnell
Engineering Co.
Karen Kubick, P.E., Wastewater
Capital Director, San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission
Rebecca Lewis, Division Manager
of the Wastewater Treatment
Utility, City of Wichita, Kansas

‘Get Those Numbers Up and
Keep Them There’

Kacy Simonsen, Estimator, CAS
Constructors LLC

While there’s still a long way to go to
reach anywhere close to gender parity
in the construction industry, the times
are a changin’. The number of women
employed in the construction industry

Holly A. Streeter-Schaefer, JD,
Attorney, Burns & McDonnell
Engineering Co.
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TRANSPORTATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE
BUILDINGS &
FACILITIES
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
ENERGY
SERVICES

Enduring. Driven. Visionary.
Reaching the century mark isn’t easy – you have to be
quality-driven, client-focused, and have a vision for the future.
At 100 years, STV is looking ahead. As an employee-owned firm,
our planners, architects, engineers and construction managers have
a stake in the business, and are committed to quality performance.
We provide personal attention and timely solutions, with an eye
toward sustainability. And with more than 40 offices, we are a local
firm with national resources.
When it comes to getting your project delivered right,
choose the firm that has the drive and vision to be the best.
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An employee-owned firm
Offices nationwide
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WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION

has grown 80% since 1985.
The pay gap facing women in
construction is not as large as the
national average—with women
earning 95 cents on the dollar in
the construction industry versus
81 cents nationwide. Panelists
say walking into a meeting room
to meet a gender diverse team
is becoming more common.
“We’re seeing a lot more change
across the industry, especially the
Owner side,” says Holly StreeterSchaefer, an attorney with Burns &
McDonnell.
Karen Kubick, with the
San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission agrees, “We are
negotiating with more women on

the Owners side. And when you
bring panels to interview for these
design-build jobs and you do not
look like your counterparts sitting
across from the table from you,
people notice it.” She says, it’s just
good business sense to build the
most diverse team you can. “So,
it’s something you have to think
about and look at. The industry
is changing, and you want that
diversity.”
Many design-build firms and
Owners are working aggressively
to find and keep qualified women
design-builders for their teams.
However, the long-term solution
starts much earlier by encouraging young students in both high

school and college to pursue a
position in the A/E/C industry. “I
still think we don’t have enough
women going into the industry,”
said Streeter. “So, in trying to
increase those numbers you still
need bigger pool to start from. We
need to convince young women
to go into STEM trades and then
we’ll see an increase overall.”
DBIA is excited to continue
the conversation at the 2018
Design-Build Conference and
Expo in New Orleans, November
7-9th, with another “Steel Toe
Stories” panel designed to help all
our design-build practitioners and
Owners maximize the diversity of
their design-build teams.

Instilling True Confidence. Delivering Success.

Pulling together
Ames delivers uncompromised performance no matter the size or
complexity of your project. With safety our priority, we self-perform the
majority of work, while collaborating with our clients, internal talent and
external partners for seamless integration of collective skills. By pulling
together, we achieve total project excellence for every client on every project.
Find out more at AmesConstruction.com

DBIA.org
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Sherwin-Williams.
Available in a variety of locations
Of course, you know Sherwin-Williams for innovative paints. But did you know
that we can help you in other areas of your specification, too? Count on us for
flooring systems, concrete coatings, caulks, sealants and more.
swspecs.com

©2018 The Sherwin-Williams Company
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Apply Directly
careers.transurban.com
Jobs List - North America

Transurban North America
Suite T500, 7900 Westpark Drive
Tysons, VA 22102
United States
Phone +1 571 419 6100
Email corporate@transurban.com
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Opportunities
for Design-Build Professionals
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DESIGN-BUILD
BY KIM WRIGHT

and SO
MUCH MORE!

We are changing the way America builds. It’s a simple statement that
packs a huge punch. As design-builders who’ve been around since
DBIA’s creation 25 years ago (and even longer) know, this declaration is
the result of long and hard-fought efforts in board rooms, state houses
and on work sites to demonstrate that design-build’s promises of
improved collaboration, innovation, cost and schedule savings are more
than just promises. Back in 1993, design-builders were the industry’s
iconoclasts. Today, design-build delivers nearly half of all projects
and can hardly be called alternative anymore. “DBIA was a godsend,”
reminisces Barbara Jackson, director of the Burns School for Real Estate
and Construction Management at the University of Denver. “I was
thrilled to find a community of people who shared my approach and

wanted to advance design-build. There were so many of us who knew
there had to be a better way but didn’t know how to get there.”

Getting There
That vision and quest for a better way to build sparked the designbuild movement because, for practitioners and Owners alike, cost
overruns or schedule changes in traditional design-bid build were
too often leading to litigation and delays. As the use of design-build
grew throughout the 1990s, so did the number of project successes,
making design-build’s collaborative approach too hard to ignore,
even by naysayers. By 1999, landmark research by CII/Penn State
showed design-build was delivering projects with an average 6% cost
DBIA Integration Quarterly
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Eagerly awaited research will be
released at DBIA’s 2018 Annual
Conference and Expo in New Orleans
that will provide new data, updating
the original 1999 CII/Penn State cost
and schedule analysis.

savings, 12% faster construction speed, and 33% faster overall project
delivery. In fact, design-build outperformed design-bid-build in
every category on a 10-point scale. Eagerly awaited research will be
released at DBIA’s 2018 Annual Conference and Expo in New Orleans
that will provide new data, updating the original 1999 CII/Penn State
cost and schedule analysis.
While it’s the undeniable financial benefits which continue to draw
many to design-build, today’s successful design-builders are looking
beyond just economics—they’re looking for triple bottom line results.
Design-build delivers there, too. Full coverage of new FMI design-build
market data is provided in page 4’s article, “New Data Details DesignBuild Market Growth.” The research demonstrates design-build’s benefits
beyond just cost and schedule:
• Opportunities to innovate were identified as a top benefit associated
with design-build.
• Experience with design-build was rated highest across all project
delivery methods, with 76% reporting either very good or excellent
experiences.
• Design-build utilization continues to expand into smaller project
sizes (<$25 million) as Owners continue to gain exposure to the
benefits of design-build.

DBIA.org

Big Results with Small Projects
FMI’s research also confirms the expanded use of design-build in projects of all sizes. DBIA award-winning projects over the years highlight
the impressive results design-build has delivered in small projects across
the nation. Here are just a few:

The Shake Shack, Dallas
This 2,900 sf. facility proves small projects can deliver big impacts.
The design was created as a public space that serves as a mini-park.
Featuring a transparent glass pavilion and a floating canopy, the
materials and detailing blur the line between the park and dining
room, bringing the outside in. In 2017, DBIA awarded this project a
special recognition for excellence as a small project and inspired
the creation of the new “Small Project” category in this year’s DBIA
national awards competition.

Chinatown Library, Chicago
Creativity and innovation, as well as community involvement and
team collaboration, led to a unique public library that is the heart of its
community. The design-builders planned the building’s layout to reduce
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While cost and schedule
will always help define
project success, it’s clear
America’s design-builders are
delivering so much more

its footprint. This creativity not only allowed them to leave more public
space outside the building, it also allowed the cost savings to be used to
enhance the final facility. The open floor plan, with few enclosed spaces,
allows for maximum flexibility without the closed-in impression the
building—which is on the smaller side—might otherwise create.

Old Main Renovation, Tucson
This historic building was deteriorating and needed updating for
modern office space, while also restoring its early appearance. Through
a process of selective forensic demolition and existing condition
documentation, the design-build team developed and prioritized
solutions to challenges, including lead-based paint and other health
dangers. A phased design and construction schedule allowed use of the
building’s first floor one month early and delivered a restored building
ready for another century of use.

Community Impact
America’s design-build teams continue to deliver triple bottom line
success—economic, environmental and social—which has enriched the
communities they’ve engaged. Delivering successful projects which
improve the daily lives of citizens while also energizing communities
isn’t just an aspirational goal for today’s design-builders, it’s a reality. So

much so, DBIA created a special honor, the Chairman’s Award for
Community Impact and Social Responsibility, to recognize extraordinary
community impacts.
The first two honorees were the Rogersville Freeway project in
Missouri and the University of Chicago Residential Commons project.
In both cases, the design-build teams went above and beyond to
engage the communities surrounding their projects. The Rogersville
team offered local high school and college students the opportunity to
participate in a Young Women in Engineering Program and a Minority
Outreach Program. At the University of Chicago, a commitment to
hire locally meant 39% of the craft workers were Chicago residents
and nearly half of the subcontract work went to Minority and WomenOwned Business Enterprises. This year’s winner will be introduced in
November at the 2018 Design-Build Conference and Expo in New
Orleans.
The power of design-build continues to be demonstrated in a
myriad of ways. While cost and schedule will always help define
project success, it’s clear America’s design-builders are delivering so
much more.
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DBIA Delivers Design-Build
Done Right to New York
What do you get when you bring together over 200 of New York’s leading design
and construction professionals plus the agency and project leaders who are blazing
trails in New York? You get the truly energizing design-build conversation we saw
at the “Delivering a New New York” symposium in Manhattan this summer.
DBIA’S Liberty Region and WTS-Greater New York hosted an overflow
crowd of design-builders eager to talk about New York’s impressive
design-build successes and new authority now granted to the City.
The battle to bring design-build to New York has been nearly a decade
in the making and some likely doubted a gathering like this one could
ever be possible.

As design-builders, we know that eﬀective
collaboration and leadership are more
than just catch-phrases. Collaboration and
leadership are exactly what delivered designbuild to New York, and we can’t wait to see it
deliver project successes in new places like the
BQE, the New York City Housing Authority and
the state’s correctional facilities. It’s an exciting
time for New York and for the design-build
industry. But this is just the beginning.”

Two impressive panels of New York project directors, Owners, and
industry leaders provided participants an insiders’ look at design-build
in New York while also looking at past and current successes to plan for
the future. Project leaders from the Mario M. Cuomo bridge, Newark
Liberty and La Guardia Airports and the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway
offered important insights in how and why design-build has impact
their projects. And, most importantly, when design-build is a good fit:

Using design-build isn’t just about saving
time and money. The real question is…
is this the best way to deliver the project?
We know design-build is the best way to
deliver the BQE.”
—Tanvi Pandya P.E., Senior Program Manager
for the BQE Rehabilitation Project, NYCDOT

—Lisa Washington, DBIA Executive Director/CEO

DBIA.org
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Certain projects lend themselves to designbuild and others don’t. The designer and
contractor working together to come up with
great ideas, solutions and innovations is the
power of design-build.”
—Jamey Barbas, P.E., Project Director,
Mario M. Cuomo Bridge, New York State
Thruway Authority

The design-build movement is transforming New York and it’s only
the beginning. Weeks after the symposium, DBIA returned to New York
for a Design-Build City-Wide training for Owners new to design-build.
This Owners workshop was offered at no cost to help New York City
Owners begin their journey on the road to successful design-build
project delivery.
This half-day training was presented by two of the nation’s leading
and most highly-respected design-build experts: Craig Unger, DBIA,
CEO of Unger Security Solutions, LLC and Michael C. Loulakis, Esq.,
DBIA, founder of Capital Project Strategies, LLC. The session covered
several topics, including:
• What Does Design-Build Authority Mean for New York City?
• Design-Build Done Right™—What it Means and Why it’s Important
• Key Owner Considerations when Selecting the Design-Build Team
• Design-Build Opportunities and Challenges
• Open Discussion/Q&A
As design-build authority expands in New York and beyond, DBIA will
continue to educate and arm our industry with the Design-Build Done
Right™ principles we know delivers successful projects for Owners,
practitioners and the communities they serve.
DBIA Integration Quarterly
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ZZZZZZ

Our Products make Your Projects Better...
ALL ROCKS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL

PRODUCT BENEFITS
LOWEST ABSORPTION IN THE INDUSTRY
SUPERIOR PARTICLE STRENGTH
CUSTOM GRADATIONS
CONSISTENT QUALITY
SUPERIOR TECHNICAL STAFF/SUPPORT
AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE

PROJECT BENEFITS
ENHANCED DURABILITY
IMPROVED FIRE RATINGS
LESS REINFORCING STEEL
LOWER FOUNDATION COSTS
REDUCED FREIGHT COSTS
INTERNAL CURING
The finest quality, high strength, low absorption lightweight
aggregate in the world, manufactured for use in the highest
performing applications anywhere...
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800-898-3772

205 Klumac Road Salisbury, NC 28145

STALITE’s features of strength,
durability and toughness have been
tested in buildings, bridges and
marine structures for over a half a
century.
STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
PRECAST / PRESTRESSED
CONCRETE
LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
MASONRY
GEOTECHNICAL FILL

STALITE’s “slate” raw material
combined with the excellence
achieved in its production process,
results in a high performance
lightweight aggregate capable of
producing very high strength at low
concrete unit weights...
(up to 30% less than normal
weight concrete)
Low absorption of approximately 6%
and high particle strength are two
of the factors that allow STALITE
to achieve high-strength concrete in
excess of 12,000 psi (82.7MPa).
When combined with the benefits
of internal curing, STALITE lightweight aggregate can help concrete
achieve its maximum potential and
service life.
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STUDENT CHAPTERS

New Handbook and Constitution
Help Student Chapters Succeed
BY NATHAN SMITH

ne of the benefits of a
successful design-build
project is added value.
What can a team
deliver in a project
beyond the agreed
requirements? At
DBIA, we think that
many of our programs
bring added value for our
members—among them are DBIA
student chapters.
There are currently 25 colleges and
universities nationwide with DBIA
student chapters, from California State
universities to the University of North
Florida. These chapters provide hundreds
of students access to DBIA membership,
professional development and so
much more. To help student chapters
maximize their experience with DBIA,
we’ve updated our Student Handbook
and Student Chapter Constitution to
better reflect what makes a successful
DBIA student chapter and a student
chapter member.

Updated Student Handbook
Gives Resources, Suggestions
for Collaborative Chapter
Events
One important change to the new
student handbook is the addition of
resources to help foster professional
development for student members. A
huge benefit of being part of a DBIA
student chapter is access to design-build
professionals—especially the industry
pros who are local to those chapters. By
providing suggested Student Chapter
Activities, such as a guest lecture series
DBIA.org

DBIA Students at Design-Build Conference and Expo

and project site visits, the Handbook
provides guidance to the students on
how they can network with industry
professionals and learn more about
their future profession. The Handbook
also suggests other organizations that
Student Chapters could collaborate with
to host chapter events, including the
American Institute of Architects (AIA),
the America Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) and many more. Students will
also receive all the information they
need to start and run a new student
chapter at their college or university.

New Student Constitution
Helps Students Develop
Strong Working Partnership
In addition to an updated student
handbook, DBIA has released a new
Student Chapter Constitution, detailing
the rules of the road for student chapters.
The Chapter Constitution serves as
the official agreement between DBIA
national and its student chapters defining

the expectations for student members
and helping set their course for success.
“Starting out, I knew nothing about
the different delivery methods in construction or how to respond to an RFQ
or RFP. My involvement threw me into
a world where I not only learned a lot
and discovered a newfound passion and
direction for my career, but also allowed
for me to grow,” said Charlotte Schmitz,
a former president of the student
chapter at Washington State University.
“As President I was able to network with
the local DBIA chapters [in Washington]
and utilize those relationships to provide
more information about design-build to
fellow students along with the chance
to experience the process through
the student competition and national
conferences.”
DBIA is proud of our growing student
engagement and the contributions
student chapters have made to shape
our industry’s future design-build
professionals.
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Celebrating 25 Years
of Collaboration
2018 DESIGN-BUILD CONFERENCE & E XPO
November 7–9 • New Orleans
A Taste of New Orleans

2 5 T H A N N I V E R S A RY
C E L E B R AT I O N
O P E N I N G PA RT Y
We’ve got a lot to celebrate this year and what better city than in
New Orleans! Join us at Generations Hall, a beautiful historic venue
originally built in the early 1820s as a sugar refinery. We’ll be offering
a scrumptious “Taste of New Orleans,” music, entertainment and all
that makes New Orleans so (in)famous.

EDUCATE

5 tracks of education including these featured sessions:
• Resilient Leadership: Prepare Today to Prevail Tomorrow.
Lt. General Russel L. Honoré (Ret.) Commander of Joint Task
Force Katrina & Global Preparedness Authority
• 25 Years of Design-Build: A Conversation with DBIA’s Founding
Fathers
• The Results are In (…and The News is Good). The future looks
bright for our industry according to two new design-build studies.
• Why Culture, Teams, and People are Tomorrow’s Killer Apps.
Rich Karlgaard, Global Futurist and Forbes Publisher

NEW this Year!

Market Sector Roundtables

The Celebration Continues!

2018 DESIGN-BUILD
AWA R D S D I N N E R
& RECEPTION
Our industry’s contributions continue to impress and inspire,
and this year’s awards dinner promises to be an elegant
evening and truly memorable event you won’t want to miss.

Join industry leaders for a roundtable discussion on how designbuild is emerging and helping to shape project delivery in the
following sectors: Aviation, Educational Facilities, Federal Sector
and Mass Transit.

Technology Pavilion (in the expo hall)

A “bonus” track of education on leveraging innovative technology.
In partnership with BIM Forum.

Special Offering for DBE/MBE/WBE Firms

Developing, Implementing & Participating in Effective, Diverse and
Inclusive Design-Build Business Enterprise Programs. Session held
in partnership with Dallas Area Rapid Transit.
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

A Deeper Dive into Design-Build
for the Transportation Sector
BIA’s Market Sector Best
Practice documents offer
users vital design-build
information targeted to
specific sectors. Industry
leaders serving on DBIA’s
market sector committees helped craft these
useful resources to address
the real-world issues impacting
specific sectors including Federal,
Transportation and Water/Wastewater.
In addition to these Best Practice
documents, DBIA’s newly created
market sector ‘Deeper Dives’ go even
further by targeting specific elements
of design-build project delivery. The
Transportation Deeper Dive created by
the Markets Education Subcommittee
is among the most recent releases.
This resource focuses on five specific
issues in the transportation sector and
are broken down in three phases of
project delivery: procurement, contract
language and post award (project
execution). The new Transportation
Deeper Dive covers these topics:

1. Use of Alternative Technical
Concepts
The Alternative Technical Concept
(ATC) process allows for creativity and
innovation to promote the best value
for the project during the procurement
process. Best value solutions are critical
to team selection and are one of the
major advantages of design-build
project delivery. This allows teams
to differentiate themselves from the
competition and produce unique ideas
that will allow the best team, and not
DBIA.org

the lowest bidder, to be selected for
the project.

2. Right-of-way Acquisition
While not a function itself of the project
delivery method, determining rightof-way costs and how long property
acquisition will take are both extremely
important factors to consider. The
process of purchasing property can be
a laborious and complicated task, and
deciding which party is best suited for
this is affected by numerous variables.

3. Utilities Management
Utility protection design, improvement
and relocation was identified as being
an area that would benefit greatly from
the new dynamics of integrated design
and construction. While Owners typically
include plenty of information about the
utility use and management, that is not
always the case—which may affect the
risk in a design-build proposal. Utility
impacts are an important facet of a
project that should be evaluated and
monitored throughout the project.

4. Maintenance of Trafﬁc (MOT)
Also known as Maintenance and
Protection of Traffic (MPT), MOT is a

critical element for the execution of
projects that occur close to live traffic.
The goal is to complete the project
efficiently while minimizing impact on
nearby travelers. The paper concluded
that MOT development and application
is a responsibility usually assigned to
the design-build team, with the Owner
defining limits in the RFP documents.

5. Environmental Analysis
and Permitting
The environmental planning, permitting
and management process can be
critical to projects. Some phases of
projects cannot be initiated until National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) planning
is complete and the proper environmental
permits are required. An important note
in this discipline is to understand its
nuances, and that the approach to an
environmental analysis under design-bidbuild cannot be repurposed and used
here. Though there are many differences
between design-bid-build and designbuild, environmental analysis is one of the
most striking.
All of DBIA’s best practice documents,
deeper dives and more can be found
under the ‘Tools’ section of the DBIA
website.
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BUILDING
INFRASTRUCTURE
AND OPPORTUNITY
Built on 55 years of construction experience, Webber,
LLC has become one of the largest general contractors
in Texas.
Headquartered in Houston with regional offices in
South, North and Central Texas, Webber has more
than 2,000 employees and manages approximately
100 projects across Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. In
2016, Webber acquired PepperLawson Construction
and expanded its capabilities to include construction
of commercial buildings along with water treatment,
reuse and desalination facilities.
Webber continues to grow. We are developing a
highly-skilled team that harnesses innovative new
technologies and global resources to build faster and
better infrastructure solutions for our clients.
Build a better future with us at wwebber.com/careers.

Heavy Civil

Commercial

Waterworks

Materials
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DESIGN LIABILITY

Successfully Managing
Designer Risk and Liability
on Design-Build Projects
uccessfully managing risk for all
members of a design-build team
is critical to the success of any
project and a hallmark of effective
Design-Build Done Right™ best
practices. However, there is
no one-size-fits-all path for
design-build teams navigating
the unique nature of each project
and team. That means all parties
must be fully committed to effective
communication, transparency and
collaboration from day one to ensure
the entire design-build team including
Owners, contractors, designers and
specialty trades, understand how risk
and liability will be shared.
At least, that’s the way it should work.
Reports from insurers suggest they’ve
seen a growing number of contractor
claims against designers’ errors and
omissions (E&O) insurance policies. As
the nation’s only organization representing all members of the construction
industry, this important topic is
worthy of DBIA’s engagement. DBIA’s
Transportation Markets Committee, led
by Chairman Jim Avitabile, P.E., DBIA
and Vice President at RS&H, Inc. has
engaged industry on this liability issue
and Avitabile says, “Design-build project
delivery and Public-Private Partnerships
(P3s) represent a large part of the
national transportation market and is
projected to grow by 30% over the next
three years, according to new research
by FMI. Protecting the integrity and
future of the design-build contracting
market while understanding the external
forces driving these issues is paramount
to maintaining the industry’s success on
DBIA.org

a rapidly growing number of designbuild projects.”
Earlier this year, more than 450
design-build practitioners, representing
all participants on design-build teams,
heard from a distinguished panel
experienced with design-build liability
issues. The panel included: David J.
Hatem, Esq, Donovan Hatem, LLP; Dan
Buelow, Willis A/E, Willis Towers Watson;
Robynne Thaxton-Parkinson, ThaxtonParkinson, PLLC and Evan Caplicki,
Nossaman, LLP.
The panel provided participants a
detailed look at design development
liability, including factors, drivers,
roles and risks for project participants.
Panelists suggested that to better
manage design liability and fully assess
the risk, the team must look beyond
just scope and responsibilities including;
contractual flow down, pricing realism,
contingencies, contractual risk allocation
and equitable adjustment relief in the
prime design-build contract.
The panel agreed that every team
member has a role to play in assuring
risk is managed fairly to avoid claims
and reduce liability exposure. David J.
Hatem, Esq, an attorney with the law
firm Donovan Hatem with extensive
experience managing alternative delivery
risk, told the group he believes the
majority of the liability issues (up to 70%)
begin prior to the start of construction
with 40% of those claims based on
pre-award services, “It has a lot less to
do with constructability and design and
much more to do with cost and pricing
assumptions that surround conceptual
and preliminary designs developed early

in the process, prior to the award. The
seeds have been planted at that early
point.”
A survey of attendees illustrated the
challenges teams are experiencing:
• Three out of four respondents say
claim and liability problems could be
reduced or eliminated with better
use of DBIA’s Best Practices.
• 85 percent of respondents believe
DBIA should lead the effort to
better define these Best Practices
and where they could help address
the issue of designer liability in
design-build.
Many engaged in this debate say
finding a solution starts at the top by
helping to improve the upstream risk
allocation between Owners, contractors
and designers. Owners who are open
to transparent conversations from the
beginning, set the stage for successful
design-build projects. Implementing
Design-Build Done Right™ practices
was universally seen as a front-line
defense against inappropriate risk
shifting that can lead to claims. Hatem
says now is the time for the entire
industry to work together to address the
liability issue.
DBIA will continue to lead our
industry’s conversation on designer
liability including a Design-build
Practitioner’s Forum at the 2018 DesignBuild Conference and Expo in New
Orleans, November 7-9. The goal of this
event will be to develop risk mitigation
recommendations to help guide the
entire design-build team on the best use
of Design-Build Done Right™ principles
to manage risk and liability.
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SHOW OFF YOUR

GOOD WORK
Design-Build Projects Database
DBIA provides the design-build industry a unique opportunity
to showcase your successful design-build projects in the
National Design-Build Projects Database. Add your project
details and photos to show off your good work and share
insights into the successes driving the design-build movement
nationwide.
Owners and practitioners alike use the DBIA database to see
the latest design-build projects across all sectors, sizes and
types. Once completed, your information can also be used to
build the foundation for an entry into DBIA’s annual DesignBuild Awards Competition.

dbia.org/projects-database
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As someone who’s been an
owner and a practitioner,
what is the most common
misconception each has
about the other?

Steven Torres, J.D.

Jennifer L. Kline, P.E.

Darren M. O’Neill, P.E.,

Partner

Construction Branch

DBIA – Associate

West Group Law PLLC
North Attleboro, Massachusetts

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Headquarters 3U07

Wallace Montgomery
Dover, Delaware

A common misconception, that in
many instances is justified, is the level
of sophistication and knowledge that a
public owner has about the DB delivery
model. As practitioners, we do this
all the time, but as owners, we may
be doing our first, or an occasional
DB project. An owner can overcome
this disadvantage by assembling an
experienced “owner-side” technical team
comprised of at least one experienced,
DB professional or consultant, and
other “in-house” experts such as design,
accounting, procurement and management personnel to shepherd the project
from conception to final completion. We
know the first time we read an offering
or sit down at conference table whether
or not the other side has the sophistication to deliver a DB project, and that
perception can impact pricing, quality,
cooperation and success. Assemble your
team right, and your project benefits.

Federal design-build projects have some
unique requirements because of the FAR
(Federal Acquisition Regulations.) Also,
to create some flexibility, USACE uses
location and project function for specific
project goals within standard guidelines
for projects management and administration. USACE appreciates design-builders
that understand the unique Federal
requirements, know how to achieve
their success and that are responsive
and adaptive to specific USACE project
goals. Especially now, the current USACE
environment is encouraging innovation
and risk-informed decision making, and
this aligns well with design-build best
practices. With partnering as a prime
priority, USACE endeavors to set and
achieve common goals for success
with contractors, and design-build
project delivery with collaboration
fosters partnering.”

A common misconception owners
have is that design-build takes all the
risks off the owner and places it on
adesign-build team that is acting as a
single entity with no conflicting pieces.
While design-build teams are still striving
together to meet the performance specs
and the goals of the job, they are still
often individual for-profit businesses
that are making sure to meet their own
company bottom lines for the project. So
designers have certain criteria they need
to be comfortable with in the design
safety and standard of care. This may
conflict with optimizing project schedules
as contractors want to maximize their
resources and have efficient delivery of
materials when it works best for them.
As public sector owners, we often look at
the DB team’s and assume this is a happy
smooth process and are hoping they
just want to “ get the job done” and help
provide the facility to the users. Educated
owners have learned to stay a part of the
project and help facilitate the process to
both move the project forward; while
understanding the business expectations
of the parties involved.

DBIA.org
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WE DO DESIGN.
YOU DO BUILD.
(THEY DO CARTWHEELS.)

What should your next A/E partner bring to the table?
POWER offers a suite of in-house multidiscipline
services in offices across the U.S. Plus, with our
resume in food and beverage, federal, healthcare
and more, we can help you open new doors.
Let’s make happy clients together.
Partner with POWER.

LEARN MORE: POWERENG.COM/DESIGN
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RESILIENCY MATTERS.
No other structural material is as strong as steel.
Read our white paper on
“The Impact of Material Selection on the Resilience of Buildings”
at www.aisc.org/discover.

®

Smarter. Stronger. Steel.
American Institute of Steel Construction
312.670.2400 | www.aisc.org
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